Communications Guide
Using technology of today, to build the community of
tomorrow.
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Who we are
G-Expressions’ mission is to support young people aged 10-25 to dance,
develop, and achieve their dreams. Through dance, theatre, and
leadership activities, we give young people the confidence, tools, and skills
to achieve their goals and supportive conditions in which to grow and
thrive. We then encourage them to go out and have new experiences
which they then bring back and share with their younger peers.

As a result of our work, young people’s talent is recognised within the
community. They are better able to work together, they understand their
options and they have more opportunities to live a successful, enriching
life. We do not lay claim to our young people and their achievements. We
believe the more experiences you have in life, the better.
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Communications Team
I’m Fez, Communications Officer for G-Expression, and also
Film producer and educator. I joined the G-Expressions team
to boost and support its communication needs as an
agency. My communications experiences range as a Video
director and teacher, explorer, maker and creator- and I am
committed to supporting the team to make their visions a
reality, and build upon a strong network, in which we can
continue to be dedicated to our community.

I’m Danielle, and the Assistant Communications Officer for
G-Expressions. I started with the team October 2019, as a
student on my BA degree in Youth and Community Work
before taking on the role as Assistant Comms in January
2020. A general working week for me ranges from twitter
networking hours, Instagram lives, snapchat take overs
and blog writing but no week is ever the same. I love
bringing new approaches to the team and being led by the
young people we work with, facilitating and guiding them to
take the lead and ownership of their platforms and
organisations and bringing their ideas and aspirations for
our work to life.

My name is Corie-Mya and I am the new Young Leaders
Welsh Translations Officer for G-Expressions, my role is to
work alongside the other members of the team to translate
any work produced into Welsh in order to publish. The
importance of my role to introduce the Welsh language into
the organization in order to target Welsh speakers. I
alongside Danielle run, the G-Expressions twitter account
@GX_Crymu and facilitate the GX TIkTok and Snapchat
platform.
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Our Comms vision
Creative expression is creative communication.
The GX communication team are rehearsed in areas of
traditional and digital media as well as dual language
applications. With a commitment to inclusivity and accessibility
the strategy we take involved “leaving no stone unturned” and
approaching every chance to be creative to be accessibly by the
widest groups of people.
The marketing strategy demonstrated by G-Expressions, has
been designed from 10 years of experience firstly in community
engagement and development and with newer business
development skills.
The task of widening our online social presence, and leaning
towards a digital approach, especially in recent climates, has
encouraged GX to see the connected network in a more
wholesome and connected manner. Allowing staff to value the
breadth of their network and to encourage them all to have a
deeper understanding of the power of communication.
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Instagram
Stories
To add a story to your profile. Press the profile image;
these stories will last on your profile for 24 hours.
Instagram stories will most likely be seen by the majority
of your followers so push information you want most
people to see using stories.

You can take a new photo or select a photo to upload
from your phone gallery. The icon in the bottom corner
allows you to send to a follower or add to your story. The
top ones are where you can add text, emojis or filters.

When you then view your story, you are given the option
to add it to a highlight. Highlights stay on your profile for
the foreseeable until you remove them. You can add as
many highlights as you want, and name them any topic.
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Instagram Posts
The bottom banner gives you
access for the home profile,
search bar, your notifications
and the middle one uploads
your posts

You can select any photo of video from your gallery.
-If your image is bigger than the square outline; you can
expand it using the arrows in the bottom left corner.
-The icon far right corner allows you to select multiple
images to include in one post (up to 10) videos and
photos.

Filter time!
Choose any filter you want to add
effect to your post

And you are done! Add your caption and any
relevant hashtags; tag anyone else who is in the
pictures or any brands relevant to your post
(Hashtags/tags increases the engagement on your
posts and widens the audience who accesses them)
Then SHARE.
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Hashtags- Why they’re important if you use them right!
Hashtags are essentially Instagram's sorting process. ... Essentially, hashtags are a better
way to categorize your posts. They help you reach a target audience, and more importantly,
they help your target audience find you. (Forsey, C. 2020).
Through our research, we have discovered that posts using a minimum of 6 hashtags,
have a higher engagement than those without- an increase up to 12.6%.
The best hashtags contain words directly linked to the organisation or service you provide.
Where possible, include the activity you offer, the location of your business, and the service
you provide. SHORT AND SWEET is always the way forward.

G-Expressions HASHTAGS- How they developed.

#GXIS10- Celebrating our 10th Anniversary (2020), collating all our social posts which
document the celebration of our journey.

#GXDigitalTakeover- Building the hype and message of our online presence during
the time where face to face contact was removed.

#YoungPeopleOfSouthWales- Targeting our main audience.
#DramaInNewport – Activity in the area available
#DanceInNewport- Activity in the area available
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Understanding Twitter
Important Twitter Icons:
Retweet
Like
Comment

There are two types of retweet; Basic retweet puts the tweet
onto your profile. Retweet with comments allows you to add
your own tweet to the tweet you want to share.

To create your tweet, the blue icon in the bottom corner can
be used to send a tweet. You have up to 140 characters.
Using hashtags and tagging relevant brands/companies will
increase the chances of your tweets getting retweeted which
G-Expressions © 2020. All rights reserved. builds viewings and followings of you profile.

Networking hours

A big part of our weekly Communications; is made up of participating in local
networking hours. Networking hours allow businesses to connect with one another,
through the use of one singular hashtag and widens your audiences across
platforms which otherwise may not have come across your social media presence.
Within G-Expressions, we partake in 3 weekly networking hours.
Monday- #PortHour
Wednesday- #ArtsNewydd & #CardiffHour

“Twitter networking hours create the perfect stage to showcase your
brand, services or products to your target audiences, in an environment
open to new ideas. Individuals, organisations, and brands are using
Twitter as a platform to network with each other by using specific
hashtags on set days and times – just like real-life face-to-face
networking.”- (Ashdon, M. 2017)

To find out when your local networking hour takes place; see
https://blog.crowdcontrolhq.com/a-complete-guide-to-twitter-networkinghours for more information.
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Facebook
Posting on Facebook
The main purpose of Facebook is to help friends and family connect with each
other but can also be beneficial for organisations and businesses to reach wider
audiences. To share a Facebook status, go to the text box at the top of your
news feed page or on your profile page- With status updates, you can share text
with 15 different coloured backgrounds, photos, videos, GIFs, stickers, and
links..
Facebook is also a platform to explore different content types; an example of
such are as followed….
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Feeling/Activity: share how you’re currently feeling or what you’re currently
doing.
Check in: when you visit a city, location, or place, check in and let your friends
know where you’re at.
Tag Friends: if you’re hanging out with your friends, tag them in your status and
share what you’re doing.
Tag Event: if you’re at an event, you can tag it in your status and share what
event you’re attending.
Ask for Recommendations: if you just moved somewhere or you’re about to
visit a location, you can ask your Facebook friends for recommendations on
where to go.
Poll: ask your Facebook friends what their opinion is on a certain topic.
Answer a Question: choose a predetermined question to answer or create your
own question to answer and share it with your Facebook friends.
Lists: choose a predetermined topic to make a list for or create your own topic
and share it with your Facebook friends.
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•

Facebook Stories: all the content that you can share through a status update is
shareable through your Facebook story. You can also upload content to your
stories by clicking the Add to Your Story button on the right sidebar.

Photos and Videos
On Facebook, you can add photos, videos, albums, and live video broadcasts to
your profile for all your friends to see.

Uploading photos or videos

To upload photos or videos to your profile, follow these four simple steps:
1. Go to your profile.
2. Press the "Photos" tab.
3. Press “Add Photos/Video”.
4. Upload pictures or videos from your computer.
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Creating photo or video albums

To create a photo or video album, follow these four simple steps:
1. Go to your profile.
2. Press the "Photos" tab.
3. Press "Create Album".
4. Upload pictures or videos from your computer.

Facebook Live

To do a live broadcast on your Facebook account, follow these three simple
steps.
1. In the box that says, “What’s on your mind?”, press “Live Video”.
2. Once you press “Live Video”, you can write a description about your broadcast,
tag people in it, add a feeling or activity, check in to an event, support a nonprofit, or add a poll. You can also title your live broadcast or tag a video game if
you’re live streaming someone or yourself playing a video game.
3. Press “Go Live” when you’ve finished describing your live broadcast.

With reference made to- https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-use-facebook
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Snapchat

How to create and send Snaps
1. Take a picture or video
To take a picture, tap the capture (circular) button at the bottom of the
screen.
To take a video, hold the capture button down. You can capture up to
10 seconds of video in one Snap. If you keep holding the button down, it
will record multiple Snaps.
To take a selfie, flip the camera on your screen by tapping the camera
icon in the top right corner or double tapping anywhere on the screen.

2. Creative Content
Once you take your photo, you can dress it up with creative tools and
filters. (Snapchat lenses work a bit differently, so we cover those in the
next section of this post.)
Creative Tools: The following creative tools appear on the right of your
screen.
•
•
•
•

Caption (T icon): Add a caption or any other text, complete with bold,
italics, or underline styles.
Doodle (pencil icon): Snapchat’s drawing tool. You can change the colour
and size of your brush or tap the heart icon to draw with emojis.
Stickers (square icon that resembles a sticky note): Add stickers from the
Snapchat library.
Scissors (scissors icon): You can select just about any part of a Snap to
turn it into a sticker you can use on your current Snap or save for the
future. The scissors icon also gives you access to the Magic Eraser, which
allows you to remove elements of the photo; the Backdrop tool, which
allows you to add a patterned backdrop to your snap; and the Tint Brush,
which allows you to change the colour of objects in your Snap.
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•

•

Paperclip (paperclip icon): Tap this icon to enter the URL of any webpage.
When your friend views your Snap, they can swipe up to find the linked
webpage.
Timer (stopwatch icon): Select the amount of time that your Snap will be
viewable—up to 10 seconds. Or, choose the infinity symbol to let your
followers view the Snap for as long as they like.

Snapchat filters: To access Snapchat filters, swipe left or right on your
screen. You can press the stack icon that appears under the other
creative tools to apply multiple filters to your Snap.
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How to use Snapchat Stories
A Snapchat Story is a collection of Snaps captured within the past 24
hours. By default, your Story is visible to all of your friends, and they can
view the Snaps in your story as many times as they would like. You can
limit who sees your Story by changing your privacy settings.

How to create and edit your Story
Add Snaps to your Story

Follow the instructions above to create a Snap, then tap the Story
button at the bottom left of your screen. Tap Add, and the Snap will
become part of your Story.
Save your Story

your Story is a rolling archive of the past 24 hours. If you’d like to save a
Story longer than that, you can save it. From the camera screen, tap
the ghost icon. Tap the download button beside My Story to save your
current Story to Memories or your camera roll.
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Using TikTok- Visual Guide
<- Main page; Here is where you
find pretty much everything you need
Home- View videos of those you follow and
for you page
Discover- Search for trends/sounds etc
+- Upload your video
Inbox- Notifications

+ Leads to this ->
Here you have the options to begin filming
your TIKTOK, to get started the main ones you
need are the timer; which starts a countdown
before you film allowing you to get in position.
And the bottom row options. Make sure your
camera is set on the 60s option below the read
button if you want to create a video longer
than 15 seconds. Red button to film. Upload
leads you to the camera roll to upload any
video you have already pre-filmed (60s or
shorter)
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When the video is filmed/selected; the next stage is
editing. The main ones you will need to start off with
are sounds and effects. You may choose to do a voice
over if you want to speak over a routine tutorial to
explain step by step; but that would probably be it
for day-to-day use. Voice over a way of creating your
own recording and can be redone as many times
until you’re happy.

Effects are trial and error; try them out and you can
undo ones you don’t like. Press down on any of the
icons to try out the effects, hold it down for the length
of time you want the effect to show on the video…and
save once you are happy.

Posting a video; if you don’t want to post a video
straight away; or likewise if it isn’t finished- Save it to
drafts, you can go back and edit/post it at a later date.
Or you can post a video privately this means it will save
on your device but not be visible on Tiktok… if you want
to be able to send it to someone else! The select cover
option allows you to choose the thumbnail of the video
(What will be shown on the TIkTok grid) then the
description and posting process is like any other social
media platform. TIP; Check to see if the sound your
using has a hashtag (E.G #CoolOffChallenge).
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Welsh Language
Early in 2020, G-Expressions welcomed our Young Leaders Welsh Translations
Officer to the team. Through this new role, we have been able to develop our
communications, and begin to branch out to our Welsh speaking audience.

To read one of our multiple welsh language blog posts; visit
https://gexpressions.co.uk/meet-our-ylwto/
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Understanding your audiences
Maintaining multiple social platforms, requires an understanding of
who your audiences are, and which platform requires a certain
language and approach.
G-Expressions: Platforms VS Audiences.

Twitter- Professionals, Funders, Community links
Facebook – Parents, members of the public
Snapchat- Young people
Instagram- Young people, Organisations, Community
links
TikTok- Young people, Creative professionals
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FIND US

- G-Expressions

- @GX_Wales
- @GX_Cymru

-@GX_Wales

-@GX_Wales

-@GX_Wales
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